17.00-18.30
Prof.ssa CLAUDIA PADOVANI (University of Padua): Welcome word
ROUND Table discussion on contemporary politics in turkey
Dr. LORENZO BOSI (SNS/COSMOS): Session chair
Dr. ALI EKBER DOGAN (SSSA)
“The Metamorphosis of the Political Regime in Turkey: Restructuring Neoliberal Authoritarian State with an Autocracy Sustained by an Oligarchic Power Bloc”
Dr. DELAL AYDIN (SNS/COSMOS) and PhD student ROSA BURÇ (SNS/COSMOS)
“Erdogan’s Turkey: A continuity or Exception for the Kurds?”
Dr. SEVGI DOĞAN (SNS)
“Academic Freedom between Past and Present: The Birth of a New Academy?”

19.00-20.15
“NO MA OR PHD PREPARES FOR JAIL OR PERSECUTION: HAVE WE DONE ENOUGH TO PROMOTE ACADEMIC FREEDOM?”
Students from the University of Padova discuss their experience with the SAR students’ advocacy seminar, and the activities developed in support of Iranian scholars.
FRANCESCA HELM (UNIPD): Session chair
Prof. TELMO PIEVANI (Rector’s Delegate for Institutional Communication, University of Padua)
DENISE ROCHE (Advocacy Manager, SAR Europe)
TATIANA KRIBOKOVA, ACHIRA VEERAPADUNGPHOL, IL ARIA BERTI (Students participating in the SAR students’ advocacy seminar 2020 edition, University of Padua)

21.00-22.15
ACADEMIA IN TIMES OF CIVIC AND POLITICAL CRISIS: THE CASE OF BELARUS
Prof. MARIA DEL ZOMPO (Rector of University of Cagliari): Welcome word
Prof. GIANMARIO DEMURO (University of Cagliari): Session chair
Prof. NATALIA DULINA (Italian language teacher, Former associate professor in the Italian language department - Minsk State Linguistic University)
Dr. EVELINA DUBOVIK (senior lecturer, Co-Founder of the International Academic Mediation and Arbitration Center of Belarussian State University)
“The consequences of the regime pressure on academia in Belarus”
Prof. OLEG DYMAR (Deputy Director for Research in the Institute for Meat and Dairy Industry RUE)
“Facts and insights on the regime pressure on science”
Prof. SAFIYA PRYSMAKOVA (Community-Engaged Scholarship, School of Public Administration, University of Central Florida)
“The topic focus – influence of regimes on academia worldwide, international experience and practices”